Will imaging assist in the selection of patients with heart failure for an ICD?
Sudden cardiac death remains the leading cause of death in the U.S. A left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)<30% to 35% identifies a population of patients at increased risk for sudden cardiac death. Once identified, an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) is effective in reducing the occurrence of sudden cardiac death. Yet in a substantial proportion of patients who receive an ICD based on reduced LVEF, the device never delivers therapy. Furthermore, the majority of patients who die suddenly do not qualify for ICD placement under current LVEF-based criteria in the guidelines. This review considers the potential role of cardiac imaging in improving the selection of patients most likely to benefit from an ICD. The presence of myocardial scar and/or unrevascularized myocardial ischemia provides an important substrate for the occurrence of potentially fatal ventricular arrhythmias. The presence of clinical heart failure further increases the risk of ventricular arrhythmia. The sympathetic nervous system provides an important trigger for major arrhythmic events, both through global overactivity and through regional heterogeneity of sympathetic activity. A mismatch of myocardial perfusion and innervation may pose a particularly great risk. Imaging modalities provide unique opportunities to investigate the anatomic and pathophysiologic substrates, as well as the triggering effects of cardiac sympathetic innervation. Combining imaging and electrophysiologic modalities offers promise for improved accuracy in future selection of patients with heart failure for ICD placement.